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Introduction
The premotor cortex (PM) refers to human Brodmann
area 6 (BA6), and often anteriorly adjacent areas BA44 and
BA8 are also included. The function traditionally attributed
to the PM is the preparation and the organization of movements and actions (Wise, 1985). However, with the introduction of imaging methods, which allow the neural correlates of behavioral functions to be measured online,
premotor activations have frequently found in nonmotor
“cognitive” domains. As these findings were difficult to
interpret in light of the classical motor view, they were
typically taken to reflect some kind of latent motor processes. As such, they were experimental artifacts of either
nonsuppressible or deliberately chosen behavioral strategies, like verbalizing or tapping, or simply movement noise.
However, nowadays the exploration of cognitive function of the human premotor cortex has become an independent field of research, supported and also inspired by results
from research in the monkey. Hence, currently a diversity of
concepts of PM functions coexist, referring partly to the
classical motor account, partly to the scope of nonmotor
functions.
With particular interest in the nonmotor domain, the
present paper aims to outline current concepts of human PM
functions as have emerged from imaging results. Concepts
apply to functional–anatomical dissociations of right vs left,
medial vs lateral, rostral vs caudal, and dorsal vs ventral
PM. In view of widely missing macroanatomical borders
between PM subsections, these labels can serve only as a
gross orientation. Moreover, the investigation of cortical
architecture in living humans on the microanatomical level
using specific MR protocols is still restricted to a resolution
of about 500 m (Damasio, 1991). As we lack direct evi* Corresponding author. Fax: ⫹49-341-9940-135/221.
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dence from individual cytoarchitectonic data in conjunction
with functional results, any potential correspondences between subsections of the human and the monkey PM are
based on functional rather than on anatomical homologies
(e.g., Rizzolatti et al., 2002).
The scope of the present paper is limited. It focuses on
imaging studies (in contrast to other methods in humans and
in contrast to monkey studies), on the lateral (in contrast to
medial) PM, and on functional trends along the dorsal–
ventral axis. Concepts are illustrated by some representative
findings only.

Right versus left PM
Two concepts of hemispheric differences in PM exist.
According to one, the right PM is more frequently engaged
by spatial tasks, whereas the left PM shows a preference for
nonspatial tasks. For instance, color-cued responses activate
the left PMv, spatial cued responses the right PMv (Hazeltine, 1997). A right PM dominance was reported for spatial
working memory (Haxby, 1994; Jonides, 1993), spatial exploration (Gitelman, 1996), spatial body-centered judgment
(Galati et al., 2001), and spatial attention (Gitelman, 1999;
Kim et al., 1999). These findings may be seen in light of the
more general view that the right hemisphere is engaged in
global compared to local information processing on the
perceptual level (Hellige, 1996). A different view of hemispheric specialization refers to effects of manual sequence
learning when pure motor effects are balanced and controlled. Here, the left PM is taken to be dominantly involved
during the acquisition of new motor sequences, even if
performed with the nondominant hand, whereas the right
PM is rather involved in advanced learning stages and
sequence storage (Grafton et al., 2002; Lafleur et al., 2002;
Mueller et al., 2002; Sakai et al., 2002; Schubotz et al.,
2000; Toni et al., 2001). As far as complex sequences
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require more storage load than simple sequences, the storage hypothesis is supported by the finding that especially
the right PM co-varies positively with the complexity
(mostly the length) of sequences (Sadato, 1996). The same
effect has been found in purely perceptual sequence learning (Schubotz and von Cramon, 2002a,c). Again, this concept may be seen as corresponding to more general concepts
of hemispheric asymmetry that stress the right brain’s role
in sustained attention (Sarter et al., 2001) and enhanced
interhemispheric exchange under high task demands
(Banich, 1998).

Lateral versus medial PM
As functional differences between lateral and medial PM
have been addressed in a recent review on imaging studies,
we confine this paragraph to a spotlight on this issue (Picard
and Strick, 2001). Several imaging studies have investigated
externally versus internally paced or cued movement in
order to replicate a functional dissociation between lateral
and medial PM in the monkey (Goldberg, 1985; Passingham, 1993). However, findings appear much more diverse
in humans than in animals. Cunnington and colleagues
(2002) report no lateral premotor activation for either internally or externally triggered movements, but medial premotor cortex for both. In contrast, Larsson et al. (1996) found
lateral PM in both conditions, but medial PM in internally
paced movements only. Several studies report both lateral
and medial PM in both externally and internally cued conditions, though with different dominances (Weeks et al.,
2001; Wessel et al., 1997; Crosson et al., 2001). Weeks and
colleagues report both target areas to be enhanced in the
internal manipulation. Wessel et al. find lateral dominance
for externally-paced conditions and medial dominance for
internally-paced conditions, as expected from monkey data.
However, the authors concede that enhanced lateral PM
could be caused by more movements in the externally cued
condition. Finally, Crosson and co-workers also confirm
SMA enhanced in free and PM in paced silent word generation. Together, findings point to a principal trend for medial PM dominance in internally guided and lateral PM in
externally guided movement. As concepts of the right–left
dissociation, this medial–lateral distinction can be seen in a
broader functional context. Thus, the medial PM’s impact
on internally guided as opposed to externally triggered
movement supports the role of the frontomedian wall in
action initiation and motivation (Seitz et al., 2000).

Rostral versus caudal PM
Two main functional and anatomical characteristics apply to rostral– caudal differences in the monkey PM. First,
PM neurons with sensory properties are more frequently
found in the rostral PM, and those with motor properties
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more frequently in the caudal (Johnson et al., 1996; Shen
and Alexander, 1997; Wise, 1997). Second, direct projections exist between rostral PM and prefrontal areas on the
one hand and between caudal PM and M1 respectively the
spinal cord on the other (Marconi et al., 2001; Dum and
Strick, 1991; Ghosh and Gattera, 1995). Both properties
indicate that rostral PM fields may be rather seen as functionally belonging to the prefrontal cortex, whereas caudal
PM is rather conceived of as a true motor area that is
primarily involved in movement execution.
In humans, as in monkeys, a functional rostrocaudal
dissociation has been described predominantly for the medial PM, separating it into the rostral pre-SMA and the
caudal SMA proper, but the same distinction was recently
also proposed to hold for lateral PM, especially PMd (prePMd vs PMd proper; Picard and Strick, 2001). Together,
three functional trends are suggested to follow the considered rostral– caudal anatomical gradient: one going from
complex to simple execution, the second from intention
to execution of action, and the third from early to late
(sensori)motor learning stages. Considering the latter two
dissociations, it appears that the rostral PM is involved
earlier than the caudal PM both in the narrow time scale
(from intention to execution within a trial, e.g., Boussaoud,
2001; Simon, 2002) and in a wider time scale (from early to
late learning stages within an experimental session, e.g.,
Inoue et al., 2000; Iacoboni et al., 1998). Note that all
considered studies report rostral– caudal differences within
PMd, and all employ spatial tasks. In the light of the spatial
processing functions of PMd as opposed to PMv (see Right
versus left PM), it remains an open question whether the same
rostral– caudal differences could be also found in PMv.

Dorsal versus ventral PM
Monkey PM is subdivided into PMd (F2, F7) and PMv
(F4, F5) at the level of the spur of the arcuate sulcus (arcuate
spur), two fields that differ with respect to their corticocortical connections (Ghosh and Gattera, 1995) and their cells’
functional properties. It has been proposed that human PMd
is located superior and PMv inferior to z ⫽ 51 of Talairach
space (Rizzolatti et al., 2002, modified in Fig. 1). If this
view is adopted, then first, human PMv is proportionally
much larger than human PMd, and second, the majority of
the PM activations reported in human imaging studies actually refer to PMv. In view of the functional characteristics
of the monkey PMd, which will be outlined below, this may
be not surprising. Note that in most imaging studies, however, the labels “PMv” and “PMd” are used to denote PM
activations inferior and superior to the (virtual continuation
of the) inferior frontal sulcus, dividing PM into two fields of
roughly the same size. Hence, activations typically attributed to PMd may actually lie within the dorsal rim of PMv.
Dorsal–ventral differences in the monkey PM are
strongly characterized by a somatotopical representation
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that roughly parallels that in M1. The caudal PMd represents hindlimbs superior and medial to the forelimbs, PMv
contains both forelimb and orofacial representations that
show a larger overlap than representations in PMd and than
corresponding representations in MI (Godschalk et al.,
1995; Fogassi et al., 1999). Electrical stimulation suggests
that PM contains a representation of complex postures, with
a dorsal-to-ventral gradient for leg and foot, arm with hand,
and finally face and mouth (Graziano et al., 2002). Evidence
has accumulated that one or several body maps also exist in
the human PM. This becomes evident in movement-related
behaviors, particularly under specific requirements of (skillful) control, (interlimb) coordination, and (sensorimotor)
integration or specific cognitive demands. This pattern
emerges also across paradigms that require only the imagery
or the observation of motion or action, i.e., in the absence of
overt motor execution (e.g., Buccino et al., 2001). In these
paradigms, PM correlates can be taken to reflect “covert
(stages of) action” (Jeannerod, 2001), which as such would
be expected to follow the same limb-dependent representation as overt action. Fig. 2 shows the sagittal and the coronal
distributions of activation coordinates from corresponding
imaging studies.
However, only across a larger set of studies does it
become obvious that in perceptual–attentional tasks in
which neither the execution nor the imagination of action or

movement is called for, premotor activations still appear to
follow a somatotopy. This is most evident from covert
spatial attention, which engages PMd, and object-directed
attention, which engages PMv. The latter effect is particularly induced by tools, i.e., objects which implicate a specific, highly trained action, and therefore has been discussed
as reflecting representations of action knowledge or object
usage. As shown in Fig. 2, spatial attention activates PM
areas which are also activated by arm movements and saccades, whereas object attention engages PM fields typically
engaged in hand and finger movements. Furthermore, bodyreferenced PM activation is reported for imagery and observation of nonbiological motion. Thus, dorsal PMv and/or
PMd is typically reported for mental rotation, and inferiormost PMv (BA6/44) has been observed for the imagery of
nonbiological dynamic auditory stimuli (Fig. 2). Activations
may reflect the imagination of spatial manipulation using
hands, arms, and eyes or covert vocal coproduction (but see
also Parsons, 2001). Together, findings suggest that PM
somehow represents not only imagined movement of one’s
own body but also (current or expected) sensory features of
the environment in reference to one’s own body.
The core suggestion of this account is not new in monkey
research, though a specifically dynamic or anticipatory aspect has not been relevant in concerned studies. Monkey
PM neurons serve a variety of functions involving both

Fig. 1. The monkey PM (A, C) is subdivided into six fields as introduced by Matelli and co-workers (1985): caudal medial (F3), rostral medial (F6), caudal
dorsal (F2), rostral dorsal (F7), caudal ventral (F4), and rostral ventral (F5). The primary motor cortex is labeled F1. Based on functional evidence, it has
been proposed that the human homologues (B, D) of F5 and F7 are located anterior and F4 and F2 posterior to the inferior and the superior precentral sulcus,
respectively. The border between ventral and dorsal PM, i.e., between F4 and F2, was suggested to correspond to z ⫽ 51 in Talairach space (Talairach and
Tournoux, 1988) in the human brain. Suggested homologies are based largely on investigations of movement, but also on more recent evidence from PM
correlates in perception of objects and actions (A, C and D modified from Rizzolatti et al., 1998 and 2002).
Fig. 2. Somatotopy of premotor activations in motor and in cognitive tasks: Talairach coordinates of premotor activation maxima reported in fMRI and PET
studies. The sagittal (y axis/z axis) distribution, neglecting the x axis, is displayed in the first (upper) row, the second row shows the coronal (x axis/z axis)
distribution neglecting the y axis. Corresponding upper sagittal and lower coronal graphs show (from left to right) activation maxima as found during
execution, imagery, observation of action or biological motion, the imagery and observation of nonbiological motion and objects, and during nonmotor serial
prediction tasks. Color codes refer to different effectors in motor tasks and to attended stimulus properties in cognitive tasks. All activations are summarized
in a common schema in the lowest panel on the left side and are also plotted on brain sections on the right side. Activations were taken from the following
studies: Execution of action/biological motion, Anderson et al., 1994; Binkofski 1999; Corfield et al., 1999; De Jong, 1999; Ehrsson et al., 2000, 2001, 2002;
Fox et al., 2001; Hamzei et al., 2002; Haslinger et al., 2002; Kawashima, 1996, 1998; Kertzman et al., 1997; Kuhtz-Buschbeck et al., 2001; Lafleur et al.,
2002; O’Driscoll et al., 1995; Sadato et al., 1996 Imagery of action/biological motion, Bonda et al., 1995; Decety, 1994; Gerardin et al., 2000; Johnson et
al., 2002; Lafleur et al., 2002; Parsons et al., 1995; Shergill et al., 2001; Thobois et al., 2000; Vingerhoets et al., 2002 Observation of action/biological motion,
Buccino, 2001; Campbell et al., 2001; Decety, 1997; Iacoboni et al., 1999; MacSweeney, 2000; Manthey et al., 2003; Von Cramon and Schubotz, 2003
Imagery and observation of nonbiological motion and objects, Chaminade et al., 2001; Corbetta et al., 1993; Gerlach et al., 2002; Grabowski et al., 1998;
Grafton et al., 1997; Griffiths, 2000a,b; Halpern and Zatorre, 1999; Lamm et al., 2001; Martin et al., 1995, 1996; Nobre et al., 2000; Ramnani et al., 2000;
Vingerhoets et al., 2002 Serial prediction, Schubotz et al., 2000; Schubotz and von Cramon, 2001a,b, 2002a,b,c; Schubotz et al., 2003.
Fig. 3. Example for the serial prediction task paradigm (from Schubotz and von Cramon, 2002b, reproduced by permission of the publisher). A sequence of
stimuli is presented either in the visual or in the auditory domain. In most studies, the stimulus material is abstract in order to avoid coactivations by semantic
or episodic memories. A typical trial length is 6 s, with an intertrial interval of 6 to 8 s. The stimulus sequence is temporally structured, consisting in repetitive,
monotone, or combined repetitive and monotone sequences. Complexity and thereby task demands can be varied on different levels, for instance by sequential
structure, by sequence length, or by discriminative perceptual demands. Sequential structure is provided only within the attended stimulus property (e.g., the
pitch of a tone sequence), whereas other stimulus properties are presented in randomized order (e.g., the spatial sources of tones or their temporal duration).
In half of all trials, sequences contain a sequential deviant within the last sequence elements, that is, the order of two elements is flipped. Subjects are asked
to attend to a specific stimulus property, for instance to color, orientation, or pitch, while ignoring other features, and to find out how the sequence will evolve
further on. At the end of a trial, subjects have to indicate in a forced-choice mode whether the sequential order of the to-be-attended stimulus property was
correct until the end of presentation or whether it was violated. Tasks which provide the same amount of physical information without requiring the
identification and prediction of a sequential structure serve as control conditions. This can be for instance a target detection task or a serial match-to-sample
task (as given). In a serial match-to-sample, the first stimulus in a trial (probe) has to be remembered and compared with each of the following stimuli.
Subjects are requested to indicate if the same stimulus reappears (target) or not.
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Fig. 4. PMv activation (right hemisphere) from two visual serial prediction task (SPT) paradigms (A and B, Schubotz and von Cramon, 2002a; C and D,
Schubotz and von Cramon, 2002b). (A) Standard contrast between SPT performed on regular sequences and a target detection task performed on random
sequences. (B) Same SPT task as in A, but performed on random sequences. (C and D) SPT tasks performed on “nongraspable” and “graspable” abstract
stimuli, respectively, each in contrast to equally difficult serial match-to-sample tasks (see also Fig. 2). Strikingly similar activations indicate that PM is
reliably activated by prospective attention to sensory events and that this activation cannot be explained by some kind of latent (grasping) action toward
stimuli.
Fig. 5. Influence of the attended sensory property on premotor activation (A, Schubotz and von Cramon, 2001; B, Schubotz et al., 2003). No matter whether
performed on visual (A) or auditory (B) stimuli, the prediction of spatial, object-related, and temporal sequences engages three different lateral PM areas.
As argued in the corresponding papers, we suggest that these three activation foci reflect a body-referenced representation of attended events (“habitual
pragmatic body map”). Hence, pragmatic features of spatial events are reflected within PM areas for reaching and saccades, those of objects within PM areas
for grasping and manipulation, and those of rhythm (or pitch) in PM areas related to vocal production.

sensory and motor representations. In registration to the PM
body map, tactile receptive fields are arranged, often also
anchored to visual receptive fields (review see Graziano,
2001) and, less frequently, to both visual and auditory ones
(Graziano and Gandhi, 2000). Accordingly, for example, F4
not only organizes head and arm movement, but also codes
space. It is still a matter of debate if this is a coding of motor
space or a coding of perceptual (visual) space in somatocentered coordinates. In either case, however, environmental features are coded as a reference frame for a particular
set of effectors (Fogassi et al., 1996; Gentilucci et al., 1988;
Rizzolatti et al., 1988). Therefore it has been proposed that
PM represents “motor ideas” that may provide the basis for
space representation, understanding actions, and object categorization (Fadiga et al., 2000), that is, in other words,
cognitive functions.
As a working hypothesis we therefore have suggested
that neurons with sensory receptive fields for mouth, hand,

and arm may account for the “pragmatic body map” that
emerges from tasks like mental rotation, object categorization, and music imagery. These tasks overlap in that they
require the imagery of a dynamic scene or signal, but differ
with respect to the environmental properties that are mentally manipulated or simulated in this way. For instance, the
prediction of writing-like trajectories activates dorsalmost
PMv, that of pointing-like trajectories the middle PMv
(Chaminade et al., 2001), and learning auditory event prediction corresponds to an increase in the inferiormost PMv
(Ramnani et al., 2000). Each of these tasks corresponds to
sensory events that are usually caused by or engaged in
movement of the arm and eyes (spatial locations and orientations), the hand and fingers, sometimes the mouth (object
properties), or the vocal effectors (auditory and rhythmic
features). The possible existence of such a pragmatic body
map and the hypothesis that PM might serve as an internal
forward model of environmental dynamics has been sys-
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tematically investigated in a series of fMRI studies, as will
be outlined in the following section.
Before turning to this issue, however, a final concept of
ventral– dorsal dissociation of PM has to be considered:
PMd is considered to code “supramodal” sequences or action plans, whereas in contrast, PMv is taken to code the
“surface properties” of those sequences. Thus, a reliable
effect across several imaging studies is that if only sequential complexity is increased, while leaving other features
constant, PMd shows enhanced activity (Haslinger et al.,
2002; Harrington, 2000; Boecker et al., 2002). However, a
possible confound arises from the usage of response sequences that are arranged horizontally, as such response
arrangements allow for sequences to be learned as spatial
sequences, a problem addressed by authors themselves.
PMd may thus become engaged due to its function in space
coding. Moreover, as Hanakawa and colleagues (2002) have
pointed out, a general interpretational problem arises from
the fact that manual sequences can be coded by the assignment of numbers, for which visuospatial networks—including PMd—would also be expected (Simon, 1999). Authors
discuss that PMd computes spatial information to manipulate mental representations as well as physical objects rather
than coding abstract sequences. Hence, even if sequential
complexity is manipulated in a finger-opponent task (as for
instance in Sadato et al., 1996), it cannot be ruled out that
PMd covaries with spatial rather than with “abstract” sequence-specific complexity. Note also that Mushiake and
co-workers (1991) are often cited in support of a sequencespecificity of PMd as opposed to PMv. However, though
sometimes cited falsely, these authors report a set- and
sequence-specific preference not in PMd (as opposed to
PMv) but in SMA (as opposed to PM).
The spatial confound problem persists even in paradigms
on abstract sequential (or action) planning, which typically
use computer versions of the classical Tower of London
(Hanoi). PMd activation reported in these studies may indeed reflect abstract planning, but those planning demands
covary with spatial task demands that may require “imagined movement of the mind’s eye and finger” (Baker et al.,
1996). Of course this does not rule out but only complicates
the interpretation of existing imaging results in favor of
amodal versus modal coding in PMd versus PMv, respectively. This problem can be resolved by investigating increasing complexity in nonmotor sequential tasks that do
not allow for numerical coding. In fact, results from those
can be reconciled with (but do not necessarily imply) the
supramodal/modal dissociation (Hanakawa et al., 2002;
Schubotz and von Cramon, 2002a,c).
Nonmotor functions of PM can best be investigated if
behavioral responses are abandoned as far as possible. In
order to investigate which factors modulate dorsal–ventral
differences in PM activation under nonmotor requirements,
we developed the serial prediction task (SPT) paradigm
(Schubotz, 1999). As a perceptual counterpart to the serial
reaction task (Nissen and Bullemer, 1987), it requires se-
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quential processing, but on an explicit and purely perceptual
level (Fig. 3, see legend for details of the task). Across a
series of fMRI studies using the SPT paradigm, a number of
effects have proved to be robust. These will be sketched in
the remaining paragraph.
(a) PM is engaged in prospective attention to sensory
events
Activation of PM was found to depend solely on the
subject’s attempt to extract and predict a sequential pattern
from the stimulus train and not on the presence or the
detectability of a sequential pattern. Hence, PM is activated
whenever subjects are instructed to predict serial events
compared to a target detection task using the same physical
input, and this applies even if the presented sequences are in
fact randomized (Figs. 4A and 4B) (Schubotz and von
Cramon, 2002a). Note that this effect does not result from
different task demands in the compared conditions. For
instance, PM activation is found when serial prediction is
contrasted with an equally difficult serial match-to-sample
task (Figs. 4C and 4D) (Schubotz and von Cramon, 2002b).
The relevance of a predictive task for PM engagement may
also be reflected by the absence of PM activation in a
motion observation task that does not require prediction
(Perani, 2001). In this respect, our findings fit well with a
recent study that investigated the influence of task on PM
activation (Chaminade et al., 2002). Authors observed PMv
response to manual action observation only if the goal or
outcome of said action was to be subsequently imitated,
pointing to a final state coding within PMv (see also Umilta
et al., 2001). Correspondingly, the attempt to extract the
expected final state from either an observed action or an
abstract visual sequence was found to engage the same
PMv areas within both hemispheres (Von Cramon and
Schubotz, 2003). We therefore propose PM to maintain a
short-term representation of structured dynamics based on
which either sensory prediction or action planning can be
performed.
(b) PM correlates of prospective attention follow a
pragmatic body map
PM activations in serial prediction were found to be
distributed according to the to-be-predicted stimulus features, and the overall pattern of these activations strongly
suggests that they follow a “sensory,” “virtual,” or “pragmatic” body map (Schubotz and von Cramon, 2001a;
Schubotz et al., 2003). Within the same experimental setting, we found rhythm prediction to engage the inferiormost
PMv (face/mouth area), object prediction the (left) middle
PMv (hand area), and spatial prediction the dorsalmost PMv
and/or PMd (arm area) (Fig. 5). This distribution of activation was observed both in visual and in auditory studies. We
take these results to confirm that, as proposed in monkey,
PM participates in the representation of the pragmatic fea-
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tures, i.e., the potential motor significance, of attended sensory events (Fadiga, 2000). It is important to consider that
the somatotopical distribution of PM activation in nonmotor
tasks does not allow a decision to be made between two
alternatives: whether premotor activation reflects “motor”
correlates of sensory events or rather truly “sensory” correlates. It is of course possible that premotor neurons that
respond to sensory events do not code potential arm, hand,
and mouth movements, but rather spatial, object, and rhythmic
or pitch features. Moreover, a “supramodal” coding is also
conceivable in principle. The concept of a pragmatic body
map is not intended to exclude one of these alternatives.
(c) PM is notably flexible with respect to sensory
representations
PM activation was found to depend significantly on the
attended stimulus property, but to be independent of the
employed stimulus material. Hence, PM is activated for
instance not only by natural objects, but also by nonnatural
objects (figures) or nonnatural noises. We have found significant PM activations for any type of abstract visual and
auditory stimulus material. In a certain sense, however, one
could argue that small geometrical objects are reminiscent
of graspable objects. Therefore, we systematically investigated the influences of stimulus features in two fMRI studies, which showed that PM did not covary with the size (or
virtual “graspability”) of presented object stimuli (Schubotz
and von Cramon, 2002b). Examples for the stimulus material and results of the second experiment in this publication
are shown in Figs. 2 and 4C and 4D, respectively. In
addition, findings also indicate that PM activation cannot be
attributed to a latent action like grasping, but rather reflects
a body-referenced but abstract representation of attended
sensory properties. Further evidence for this high level of
abstraction comes from a study that compared serial prediction performed either on videotaped manual action or on
abstract geometrical object sequences (Von Cramon and
Schubotz, 2003) and a study that employed machine-like
sounds that were not producible by human voice (Schubotz
et al., 2003). We suggest that environmental features do not
have to remind us of specific actions or movements to
induce PM activation on a more or less conscious level.
Rather, features are represented in a highly fragmented
format that allows for instant recombination and very flexible coding of any currently attended environment.
(d) PM fields show modality preference, but no
specialization
In addition to and independent of property-dependent
PM modulations described so far, sensory modality of attended events appeared to have an influence on PM activation too. Particularly, inferior PMv and superior PMv are
preferentially activated by auditory and visual stimuli, respectively. Moreover, increasing sequential complexity in

an auditory and in a visual prediction task was found to
covary positively with the BOLD signal in these two PMv
subregions. At the highest level of complexity, PMd (or the
dorsal rim of PMv) was activated independent of modality
(Schubotz and von Cramon, 2002c Fig. 6). Note, however,
that in this study, the influence of auditory pitch was compared with visual size sequences so that both effects of
property and effects of modality were concurrently manipulated. We therefore addressed the issue of modality specificity in an auditory and a visual study, each employing
serial prediction conditions of temporal, object-related, and
spatial events (Schubotz and von Cramon, 2001a; Schubotz
et al., 2003). In addition to the described property-dependent PM modulations, visual and auditory serial prediction generally elicited activation within the superior PMv
and the inferior PMv, respectively (Fig. 6). Currently it
cannot be excluded that superior PMv activation emerges
because the processing of object properties is not suppressed in visual sequences, whereas inferior PMv is activated by unsuppressed rhythmic processing in auditory
sequences.
(e) PM reflects a task-relevant process in serial
prediction
In addition to PM, its parietal projection sites were coactivated in serial prediction tasks in most studies. As we
know from research in the monkey, premotor and parietal
areas form multiple parallel loops for sensorimotor transformation (Rizzolatti et al., 1998). While functional–anatomical properties of the PM have been focused on in the
present paper, of course parietal projection sites substantially contribute to considered functions. A crucial question
is therefore whether premotor or parietal areas alone may
account for performance in serial prediction. Using fMRI, it
is impossible to test an area’s task relevance: It is principally possible that a significant BOLD response reflects a
(redundant) behavioral strategy, and it is also possible that
activation within actually task-relevant areas fails to reach
statistical threshold. In light of these methodological limitations, we conducted a patient study, testing the hypothesis
that PM lesions do not affect performance in a serial prediction task. As a result, this hypothesis could be rejected.
Following our expectations, compared to parietal and prefrontal patients, premotor patients were most significantly
impaired in all three tested types of visual serial prediction
(Fig. 7; Schubotz et al., submitted).
Considering the functional properties of dorsal and ventral PM that have been outlined above, the findings from
SPT paradigms indicate a body-referenced representation of
sensory events in human PM. Thus, PMd is engaged in
movements of foot and arm and in spatial information
processing, whereas PMv is engaged in movements of fingers, mouth, and vocal tract and in object information processing. Within this latter compartment, the inferiormost
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Fig. 6. Influence of the sensory input modality on premotor activation (A, Schubotz and von Cramon, 2001; Schubotz et al., 2003; B, Schubotz and von
Cramon, 2002c). Between-study and within-study comparisons show that, in addition to effects of the attended stimulus property (see Fig. 5), visual stimuli
generally engage superior PMv, whereas auditory events rather engage inferior PMv. Anatomical abbreviations: pcs, precentral sulcus (inferior and superior);
ifs, inferior frontal sulcus; ls, lateral sulcus; cs, central sulcus.
Fig. 7. Behavioral performance in an SPT paradigm investigated in patients with lateral premotor, parietal, and prefrontal lesions (Schubotz et al., submitted).
Findings indicate that both premotor and parietal (but not prefrontal) lesions lead to significant impairments in the SPT. This finding renders it unlikely that
the premotor activations during SPT as found in fMRI reflect task-irrelevant co-activations.

portion of PMv (BA6/44) is engaged in the processing of
temporal (rhythm) information and pitch, what has, as far as
we know, not yet been investigated in the monkey. The
present account integrates both effector-specific modulations and information-specific modulations of PM. It supports the view that spatial attention is a consequence of an

activation of brain areas which are also involved in the
transformation of spatial information into action (the Premotor Theory of Attention, Rizzolatti et al., 1987). Likewise, however, object attention and attention related to
speech-related properties like pitch (frequency) and rhythm
may be a consequence of an activation of brain areas (in-
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cluding PM) which are also involved in the transformation
of object (pitch, rhythm) information into action.
As reported effects become especially evident when the
prediction of environmental dynamics is required, rather
than merely attending to environmental static features, it is
suggested that the premotor cortex is an action-related forward model of what the organism expects to experience in
short term. To this end, multiple premotor–parietal loops,
each linking both heteromodal and unimodal representations, may be exploited by the pre-SMA and prefrontal areas
for perception, action, and imageries; visual, auditory, or
tactile predictions or imageries might be generated by efferent signals to and feedbacks from the corresponding
unimodal association cortices, with current internal and
external requirements determining which feedback becomes
causally effective. Two behavioral implementations of PM
as such a forward model can be considered. First, being
prepared for the near future enables us to react quickly and
appropriately. Following the medial–lateral dichotomy outlined above, activation within lateral PM may correspond to
the effector that is habitually guided by the attended sensory
signal. Alternatively, however, activation within lateral PM
may correspond to the effector that habitually causes the
attended sensory signal. This account of PM goes beyond
the classic term of a passive action–perception adaptation
module. It considers PM as that part of a network that
represents upcoming events, no matter if these are caused by
an external source or by the subject/animal itself. This
account may be conceived of as neurofunctional counterpart
to a psychological model that considers actions to be
planned in terms of intended sensory effects, the Theory of
Event Coding (Hommel et al., 2001).

Conclusion
Together, the findings point to a dual PM function, one
related to motor output, the other to attentional and receptive functions, both referenced to a body map. We especially propose that dorsal–ventral differences in attentional
nonmotor tasks that engage PM can be explained by their
representation according to a “habitual pragmatic body
map.” In contrast to the historic view, but in accordance
with recent findings in the monkey, imaging data indicate
that PM may be involved in a variety of behaviors, with
motor execution being merely the tip of the iceberg. In light
of research in the monkey, imaging studies can especially
help to further elucidate how cognitive abilities may have
evolved from motor functions and structures.
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